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REVIEW

Thermodynamic Analysis of
Separation Systems

Department of Chemical Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University, Blacksburg, Virginia, USA

ABSTRACT
Separation systems mainly involve interfacial mass and heat transfer as
well as mixing. Distillation is a major separation system by means of
heat supplied from a higher temperature level at the reboiler and rejected
in the condenser at a lower temperature level. Therefore, it resembles a
heat engine producing a separation work with a rather low efficiency.
Lost work (energy) in separation systems is due to irreversible processes
of heat, mass transfer, and mixing, and is directly related to entropy production according to the Gouy-Stodola principle. In many separation
systems of absorption, desorption, extraction, and membrane separation,
the major irreversibility is the mass transfer process. In the last 30 years or
so, thermodynamic analysis had become popular in evaluating the efficiency of separation systems. Thermodynamic analysis emphasizes the
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use of the second law of thermodynamics beside the first law. and may be
applied through (i) the pinch analysis, (ii) the exergy analysis. and (iii) the
equipartition principle. The pinch analysis aims a better integration of a
process with its utilities. It is one of the mostly accepted and utilized
methods in reducing energy cost. Exergy analysis describes the
maximum available work when a form of energy is converted reversibly
to a reference system in equilibrium with the environmental conditions;
hence, it can relate the impact of energy utilization to the environmental
degradation. On the other hand. the equipartition principle states that a
separation operation would be optimum for a specified set of fluxes and
a given transfcr area when the thermodynamic driving forces are uniformly distributed in space and time. Thermodynamic analysis aims at
identifying. quantifying, and minimizing irreversibilities in a separation
system. This study presents an overview of the conventional approaches
and the thermodynamic analysis to reduce energy cost, thermodynamic
cost. and ecological cost in separation systems with the main emphasis
on distillation operations. Some case studies of cost reduction based on
the thermodynamic analysis are also included.

Key Words: Distillation; Thermodynamic analysis; Pinch analysis;
Exergy analysis: Equipartition principle; Thermoeconomics.

INTRODUCTION
Distillation is a major separation system in chemical process industries. It
uses heat supplied at higher temperature levels, and rejects almost equal
amount of heat in the condenser at lower temperature levels yielding a separation work of mixtures. Therefore, it is an energy intensive system, and
accounts more than 3% of the energy dissipation in the United states.['] In
the last 50 years, reduction of energy consumption in distillation attracted
intensive research. Earlier research is mainly concentrated on optimum
reflux ratio and column pressure. Beside that, the retrofits, such as heatintegrated columns, application of heat pumps, changing feed stage location,
and using feed splitting have also been popular. Later, researchers explored
the use of principles of thermodynamics in reducing the cost of separation
systems, particularly in distillation operations. The excessive cost of separation systems results partly because of energy dissipation or lost work, and
combination of the first and second laws of thermodynamics can identify
and quantify the lost work due to irreversible processes. Efforts to minimize
the entropy production have become popular since, according to the GouyStodola principle, the lost separation work is directly related to entropy
production resulting from irreversible heat, mass transfer, and mixing. This
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innovative approach is called the thermodynamic analysis, and started with the
pinch analysis, which integrates a process with its utilities in a way to reduce
the cost of energy. Later exergy analysis was developed to identify the parts of
systems with excessive irreversibilities and, hence, to control the lost work.
Some researchers have recently combined the pinch analysis and the exergy
analysis, and related thermodynamic imperfections with environmental concerns. Based on the developments in nonequilibrium thermodynamics
(NET), some recent research has reported the implications of the rate of
entropy production on the use of available energy in separation
Equipartition principle is one result of such research, and it states that the
uniform distribution of thermodynamic forces in space and time can
improve the thermodynamic effectiveness of separation systems. The thermodynamics approach may have wide implications in reducing the energy cost,
thermodynamic cost (imperfections), and environmental deterioration. With
this in mind, this study presents a critical evaluation of various approaches
for reducing the cost of energy in separation systems with the emphasis on distillation. Within the next sections, some of the conventional approaches and
relatively recent innovative approaches of thermodynamic analysis are presented. Some case studies on reducing the energy cost by several approaches
are also presented. Finally thermoeconomics are briefly presented.

SOME CONVENTIONAL APPROACHES
Approaches for energy saving in distillation systems may vary according
to the number of components, nature of mixtures, and utility constraints. Most
of the conventional approaches involve internal and external modifications and
a better integration of columns with the rest of energy exchanging systems. For
well-balanced, nearly ideal mixtures, the most useful configuration is to separate pure components in each column in successive order of decreasing volatility. However, for mixtures, such as those containing large proportions of
less volatile components, each case must be considered in detail to save
energy, which may be s~bstantial."~Large concentration changes in multicomponent mixture separations may lead to considerable energy losses, therefore, the key components should be removed from the feed mixture. As seen in
Fig. 1 , light-nonkey components can be removed by using an absorber, and the
bottom products of the absorber provide the feed to the main distillation
column. Similarly, heavy-nonkey components are removed by using a prestripper, and the over products of the stripper become the feed of the main distillation column. These modifications can reduce the load of the column for
debottlenecking and the required number of stages.["s1 A recent work considers the feed composition and relative volatilities for sequencing columns
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Figure 1. Prefractionation arrangements: (a) removing light keys with absorber,
(b) removing heavy keys with stripper.

~~
processes of distillation and
with respect to their costs of 0 ~ e r a t i 0 n . lHybrid
vapor permeation can be alternatives to azeotropic and extractive distillation
and lead to improved separation systems.[7J
Thermally coupled multiple effect distillation columns are well known in
energy saving;L53S1
the feed is sent into two columns operating at different
pressures, and temperatures of the condensing vapors and boiling liquids
will be different from each other by a minimum temperature difference
AT,,,. As Fig. 2 shows, the heat from the condensing vapor in the column
below is transferred to the reboiler within the column above. Feed split can
be adjusted to have equal duties of adjacent boiling and condensing
streams. Therefore, the heat duties of boiling and condensation, Qett, are
approximately equal to the heat duty for a single effect, Q, divided by the
number of effects (QeR= Q/Nef). This saves energy despite an extra operating and capital cost of equipment.['] On the other hand. in a diathermal system
with heat exchangers all along the column, or interstage heat exchangers, or
internal tray design with heat exchanging coils, it is possible to adjust the
flow ratio of the phases to vary the slopes of operating lines. Consequently,
the operating lines become closer to equilibrium curves, and, hence, the
irreversibility due to mass transfer can be reduced. However this requires
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Figure 2.

Two-effect distillation column;[51B: bottom product. D: distillate.

taller columns, and, hence, an economical analysis to evaluate the gains and
losses,[91 although the side reboilers reduce the consumption of expensive
high-pressure steam. Optimum locations of heating and cooling zones could
lead to maximum exchangeable energy loads.[101 Such modifications have
been mainly carried out for binary systems, although some work on heat integration for multicomponent distillation systems is also reported.[","]
Column and heat exchanger network integration in refinery operations is
highly pop~lar.['3-221In the synthesis of a heat exchanger network, the main
objective is to determine the maximum energy recovery based on the heating
and cooling requirements of the process streams leading to the minimum hot
and cold utilities, which can be calculated by a linear programming
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approach.[51 Colunln retrofit models and heat exchanger network retrofit
models may be optimized based on a successive quadratic programming
solver.[''] Less energy consumption and more free capacity at a minimum
capital investment may be possible by installing intermediate re boiler^,['^"^'
pumps-around at certain locations. and adjusting the cooling duty for each
pump-around,[151preflashing units before the crude oil distillation unit,"61
and reducing the operating pressure and increasing the preflash overhead
vapor (Fig. 3).L5,181
The reboiler flashing is relatively the most economical
among these configuration^.^'^ For close boiling feeds for which small pressure changes are required, the cost of compression is not too high. In the
close boiling system of propylene-propane separation, a heat pump lowers
the annual cost by about 3770, and minimizes the flue gas emissions by
about 60%.['~] The optimality criterion may be the payback period for a preliminary economic analysis of heat pump-assisted distillation ~ ~ s t e r n s . ~ ' ~ ]
However, designers should consider the power consumption and water management aspects of heat pump operations for an economical erati ti on.['^-'^]
Attainable region analysis is a graphical optimization mainly used to find
a complete set of all possible outcomes from a specified feed set. It is applied
to a binary distillation operation with side condensers and reboilers, and the
attainable region of composition, cost, and reflux/boil up ratio space is constructed.['" Cost of the heat transfer units is included in the objective function
to be minimized; the optimized solution could reduce column size and energy
cost up to 1 ~ % . ~ " . ' ~ ]
Feed conditioning is another important external modification; it is less
expensive compared with the inter heating or inter cooling, and feed precooling or preheating can be useful to unload the top or bottom sections of the
column. Cold feed may require a large amount of heat exchange below the
feed stage to strip the light components. Using a process simulator,
optimum split ratio and feed location can be obtained; feed splitting and preheating with the bottom product can save up to 50% energy (Fig. 4).L'9.'01 Of
course, one should evaluate thoroughly the economic cost of internal and
external modifications, which may be identified and evaluated by incorporating the principles of thermodynamics; for example, it may be possible to
reduce the exergy loss or to distribute the driving forces as evenly as possible
in the modified system. Thermodynamic analysis is presented in the next
sections.

THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS
Efficiency in separation systems is often calculated from the first law of
thermodynamics. However, since thermal energy cannot be converted into
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(b) Vapor recompression

(c) Reboiler flashing
Figure 3. Various distillation ~onfi~urations;~'~
B: bottom product, C: compressor,
D: distillate, V: valve.

work completely, the quality of thermal energy should be taken into
As distillation systems consume about 95% of the total
thermal energy used in separation systems in the United ~ t a t e s , ' ~a" considerable part of this energy is dissipated into the environment. Thermodynamic
analysis can identify the part of total energy convertible to work, and,
hence, the possible ways of reducing the dissipated energy. It calculates the
entropy production due to irreversibilities, which is directly proportional to
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Figure 4. Splitting the feed in such a way that the non-heated fraction keeps the
reflux ratio low and the heated one recovers energy from the reboi~er.~"'

the dissipation of available energy. However, how to use the thermodynamic
analysis to optimize a separation system has not always been clear.
The rate of entropy production is always positive and calculated as the
product of fluxes and thermodynamic forces operating within a stern;^"^',^^^
fluxes are expressed as linear functions of all the forces when a system is not
far from global equilibrium. The key concepts for thermodynamic analysis are:
(i) availability (exergy), (ii) lost work (dissipation), and (iii) environmental
cost due to thermodynamic imperfections.
A general energy balance for a control volume with multiple streams is

where the first term is the change in internal energy, the second is the net
change of enthalpy, kinetic, and potential energies of flow streams within
the control volume, Q, is the heat input rate from the surroundings at temperature To,CQ, is the heat input rate from a reservoir at temperature T,, and 2%
shows the work that includes mechanical shaft work. expansion or contraction
work, and electrical work. Assuming that the kinetic and potential energy over
the control volume are negligible, Eq. (1) becomes
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Entropy balance for the same control volume and its surroundings is

Here the first term is the change of entropy of the system, the second is the net
rate of entropy flow, - Q,/T, is the rate of decrease in entropy of surrounding
at To, and -CQ,/T, is the sum of the rates of entropy decrease of the heat
reservoirs at various temperatures of Ti. The term @ shows the rate of
entropy production due to irreversibility, which is zero when processes and
heat flows between the system and its surrounding are reversible. Equation
(3) shows that entropy is not conserved. Elimination of Q, in Eqs. ( 2 ) and
(3) yields

From the first and second terms we have a quantity called the availability A:
A = H - T,S. Change in A represents the minimum work required to achieve a
change. Availability is related to the maximum useful work a system can
deliver when it is brought to equilibrium with the environmental conditions
in reversible mode.
The last term in Eq. (4) To@ is called the rate of lost work LW

or loss of availability, or exergy destroyed. The lost work is a quantitative
measure of the thermodynamic cost or imperfections in a system, and is
related to availability through Eq. (4)

Heat and work terms in Eq. (6) show transferred availabilities between a
system and its environment. For a steady-state process the lost work can be
related to the change in availability, heat, and work terms. and we obtain
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The lost work has two important features: (i) it identifies and quantifies
the power lost due to various irreversibilities, and (ii) it relates the evolution
of a system to the environmental conditions. For a steady state and adiabatic
system, Eq. (6) becomes

Equation (8) shows that when availability decreases, and work is transferred from surrounding to system then the lost work will be positive: the
maximum work that a system can deliver would be the decrease in availability,
while the minimum work would correspond to the increase in availability

Only, the zero lost work has no impact on the environment.
Reducing the cost in a separation system needs careful elaboration of the
concept "cost." The lost work causes the inefficient use of energy (loss of
exergy), and environmental cost due to (i) discharging lost exergy into the
environment, and (ii) the depletion of natural resources because of inefficient
use of fossil fuels. Hence, the lost work may affect the sustainable development adversely. In most of the continuous distillation system, the net availability increases because of the heat input in the reboiler, and the difference
between the availability of products and feed streams determines the
minimum work required for a reversible separation

The thermodynamic efficiency is expressed by using the lost work

The thermodynamic efficiency of distillation systems is generally low, and the thermodynamic analysis may lead to innovative systems with increased efficiency by
decreasing the thermodynamic imperfections and, hence, the lost ~ o r k . [ ' , ~ , ~ ' ~ ~ " ~ ' ]

Case Study: 1. Distillation of Propylene-Propane Mixture
Propylene-propane mixture is a closed boiling mixture. A reflux ratio of
15.9 (close to minimum) and 200 equilibrium stages are necessary. Table 1
shows the enthalpy and entropies of the saturated feed and saturated products
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Table I. Conventional column operation for the separation of propylene and
propane. Thermodynamic properties are estimated by Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation
of state.[']

Stream
Feed
Distillate
Bottoms

Temperature
K

Flow rate
krnol/h

Enthalpy
kJ/mol

Entropy
kJ/mol K

325
3 19.5
330.9

272.2
189.2
113

13,338
12,243
14.687

- 13.8068

- 4.1683

-2.3886

from the simulation results with the Redlich-Soave equation of state.15' The
reboiler and condenser duties are 8274.72 kW and 8280.82 kW, respectively.
The reference temperature is 294 K. The lost work is obtained from Eq. (7) as
LW = 1902.58 kW. Availability analysis yields W,,, = C,,,?zA - CinrzA =
140.81 kW, and the thermodynamic efficiency 7 is

The low exergetic efficiency is typical for distillation systems with close
boiling mixtures, and when a large amount of energy is required in the reboiler. An alternative is to use reboiler-liquid flashing as shown in Fig. 3(c),
where the feed has the pressure of 108 psia by a power-recovery turbine.
A compressor is used to return the reboiled vapor to the bottom of the
column. The required reboiler duty is somewhat larger than the required
condenser duty. an auxiliary steam-heated reboiler is needed. So the power
used in the compressor is traded off with the large reduction in the reboiler
steam.[51 The alternative distillation system has produced the lost
work = 501.6 kW, availability W,,,, = 38.2 kW. and the efficiency of 38.21
(38.2 501.6) = 7%. The lost work, 501.6kW, is smaller compared with
the conventional column of 1902.58 kW. yet the column efficiency is still
very low.

+

Case Study: 2. Distillation of a Five-Component Mixture
The second column has a feed with five components of ethane, propane.
n-butane, n-pentane, and n-hexane. Table 2 shows the configuration of the
column and the simulation results obtained from the Aspen Plus with the
Peng-Robinson equation of state. The column has the condenser duty of
3395.336 kW and the reboiler duty of 3432.206 kW. The condenser and the
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Table 2. Column configuration for a five-component distillation. Simulation
results from Aspen Plus (Version-1 1). Thermodynamic properties are estimated by
the Peng-Robinson equation of state. Qc = 3395.3367 kW; QR = 3432.2069 kW:
N = 14; NF = 7 ; RR = 8.87.
Feed

Distillate

Bottom

Flow (kmol/h)
Pressure (Atm)
Temperature (K)
Vapor fraction
Enthalpy (kJ/kmol)
Entropy (kJ/kmol K)
Compositions
Ethane
n-Propane
n-Butane
n-Pentane
n-Hexane

reboiler temperatures are 319.3 and 400.2K, respectively. The relerence
temperature (dead state temperature), To, is assumed to be 300 K. The simulation results show the lost work = 531.37 kW, Wn,i, = 117.49 kW, and the
efficiency from Eq. (12) as 18.1%.

PINCH ANALYSIS
Pinch analysis optimizes systems with their utilities using the principles
of thermodynamics. The second law determines the direction of heat flow,
and prevents crossovers of the hot and cold stream temperatures. Temperatureenthalpy diagrams called the composite curves represent the thermal characteristics of hot and cold streams (Fig. 5). Hot and cold streams can only
exchange energy up to a minimum allowable temperature difference AT,,,.
The temperature level at which AT,,, is observed in the system is called
the pinch point or pinch condition, which defines the minimum driving
force, hence. the minimum entropy production allowed in a network. Pinch
is easy to identify by the composite curves, and approaches zero as the area
for heat transfer equipment approaches infinity. Above the pinch, only the
hot utility is required, while only the cold utility is required below the
pinch. and no heat should be translerred across the pinch. For estimating
the minimum hot and cold utilities required, Linnhoff and ~ l o ~devele r ~ ~
oped the temperature-interval method based on the work of ~ o h m a n n . ~ ~ ~ '

~

~

~

~

~
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j Hot utility

Figure 5. Hot and cold composite curves.

Similarly, grand composite curves show the variation of heat supply
and demand in a system. These diagrams enable engineers to identify the
suitable utility and target appropriate loads for various utility levels by minimizing the expensive utilities and maximizing the least expensive utilities,
network area, and number of heat exchanger units; they also provide insights
for optimum integration of distillation columns. evaporators. condensers,
furnaces. and heat pumps to reduce the utility requirements of the combined
system.
An increase in AT,,, causes higher energy costs and lower capital costs
(less heat exchanger area). For example, an increase of 5°C from a value of
AT,,, = 10°C decreases heat exchanger area by 11% and increases the
required minimum energy by about 9%.14'] To find the value of optimum
AT,,,, total annual cost is plotted against AT,,, (Fig. 6). An optimum
AT,,, exists where the total annual cost of energy and capital costs is minimized. Once the AT,,, is chosen. minimum hot and cold utility requirements
can be evaluated from the composite curves. Since heat recovery and utility
system constraints are considered systematically, the pinch analysis can estimate the reduced annual cost in networks by comparing the cost of fuel and the
capital cost of a network. It is possible to obtain an accurate estimate (within
10%- 15%) of overall heat recovery system cost without having to design the
system.[423431
Pinch analysis has been applied widely in industry leading to
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Figure 6. Optimum ATmi, from energy cost and capital cost changes.

considerable savings,L413451
and it can identify energy targets, minimum
~~'
driving forces, and capital cost targets.[461Dhole and ~ i n n h o f f ' developed
the vapor and liquid composite curves for representing combined heat- and
mass transfer loss in a column system. Some of the pinch techniques consist of minimizing pressure-drop effects, water and wastewater, and plant

emission^.[^^-^^^
Pinch analysis can specify the exchanged heat and mass between hot/rich
and cold/lean streams based on the first and second laws. According to the
second law of thermodynamics:
(heatlmass lost by hotlrich streams below the pinch point)
-(heat/mass gained by cold/lean streams below the pinch point) 5 0

(13)
Using the state space approach to process synthesis, heat and mass exchanger
network representation of distillation systems can be analyzed and optim i ~ e d . [ ~Pinch
~ ~ ~analysis
']
has also been extended to the integration of chemical reactor systems with heat
optimization of industrial
ammonia plant,[531and nitric acid
For example, column grand composite curves;l19-~l.46.4~lcan be used to modify the column and heat exchanger network; a possible modification is the use of heat pumps in columns by
identifying the heat sinks and sources, leading to considerable saving and
a shorter pay back period.[471
Some of the advantages of the pinch analysis over conventional ones are
the ability to set energy cost and capital cost targets for a network, update the
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Feed

Bottoms
Reboiler

Distillation column as a heat engine between reboiler (R) and condenser ( c ) . ~ ~ ~ ]

Figure 7.

process Bowsheeting, and debottlenecking of distillation columns (Fig. 7).
However, some of the modifications imposed by the pinch analysis may
require substantial capital investments and changes in internal stage design
of distillation columns. Also, pinch analysis may not deliver the desired
result, unless it is applied before completion of the process design stage and
in consultation with the process specialists. The analysis will be successful
if target temperatures and utilities are set on the basis of process objectives
rather than on flowsheeting. For example, a flowsheet may mix two streams
with different temperatures to prepare a feed for a process. This causes degradation of available energy or thermodynamic driving force. To prevent this,
the temperatures of both streams should be increased to the process operating
temperature. Also, heat recovery from special streams like two-phase streams
should be completed in a single heat exchanger due to phase separation and
large pressure drops; also, the destination of process streams should be fully
evaluated to avoid adverse effects of streams with hazardous chemicals.
However, process integration would be more complete and meaningful if it
targets environmental protection, emission control, and depletion of natural
resources beside the cost of energy. It is encouraging to note that this issue
is addressed in several extensions of the analysis.["7'"1 Moreover, the software
developed for process integration should be able to interact with the available
simulation software to access a wide range of design models.[491
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Case Study: Pinch Analysis: Column Grand Composite
Curves: T-H, or Stage-H
For the column configuration described in Table 2, the column grand
composite curves (T-H; Stage-fl for a five-component mixture have been
obtained using the Aspen Plus column-targeting tool capability for thermal
analysis. This analysis is helpful in identifying the targets for appropriate
modifications in order to reduce utility and capital costs, improve energy efficiency. and facilitate column debottlenecking. It is based on thermodynamically reversible column operation at minimum reflux with appropriate heat
integration. The column grand composite curves (Figs. 8a, 8b) are based on
the practical near minimum thermodynamic condition approximation proposed by Dhole and ~innhoff,''~' and show the theoretical minimum
heating and cooling duties within the temperature range. The stage-enthalpy
calculations take into account the losses or inefficiencies stemming from the
actual colun~ndesign, such as pressure drops, multiple-side products, etc.
Figure 8(a) can be useful for identifying the targets for feed preparation and
location. reflux ratio, and heat integration modifications. The column's
grand composite curves indicate distortions as significant projections around
feed stage location (pinch point), if the current feed stage is inappropriate.
Figure 8b shows a distortion at the pinch point (stages 8 and 9). To compensate
inappropriate feed stage location, extra local reflux may be needed. Beside
that, a feed stage too high up or too low in the column will display sharp
enthalpy changes on the condenser and on the reboiler, respectively. The
sharp enthalpy changes on the grand composite curves indicate the need for
adjustment of feed quality. Figure 8 shows almost equal enthalpy changes
on both the reboiler and condenser sides of the curves. However a sharp
enthalpy change on the reboiler side suggests that the feed is subcooled,
and a preheater should be installed. The horizontal gap between the pinch
point and the ordinate in Figure 8a, which is about 200 kW, indicates the possible reduction in heat duties by reducing the reflux ratio with the expense of
increasing number of stages to achieve the specified separation. Obviously, the
increase in the capital cost for a taller column should be traded off with
savings in utility costs. Figure 8a also shows that the reboiler side is relatively
close to ideal operation while the condenser side is far from ideal operation.
The significant area underneath the pinch suggests the need for a side condenser at an appropriate temperature level. The need for heat integration through
side condensing or side reboiling could be quantified from the area between
the ideal and actual enthalpy profiles after considering the capital cost increase
due to the modification. However, external modification of feed conditioning
is usually preferred to internal modification of heat integration. Heat
integration by positioning the side reboilers and side condensers in a
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column has similarities to use of hot and cold utilities in efficient heat exchanger network.
Pinch analysis is a well-established tool in designing an efficient heat
exchanger network. In the context of distillation, the significance of the
pinch is that there should be no side reboiling below the pinch and no side condensing above the pinch in a heat integrated column. Still, the pinch analysis is
constantly being expanded to optimize a whole plant operation containing not
only heat transfer, but also separation and reaction units as well. Some
examples of such expansions with case studies are heat integrated crude oil
distillation systems,['01 total process energy integration in retrofitting an
ammonia plant with 44 hot and cold ~treams,"~]heat exchanger network of
a nitric acid plant,L541and combination of the chemical reactor network with
the heat exchanger network.[521

EXERGY ANALYSIS
The quality of energy always degrades in a process. Exergy is the
maximum available work when some form of energy is converted reversibly
to a reference system, which is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the
environment, and has no ability to perform work. Exergy also is a measure
of distance of a system from global equilibrium; as the exergy is consumed
the state variables of temperature, pressure, and composition of system
approach those of the environmental conditions.['61 Therefore, the reference
state is called the dead state.["] The total exergy of multicomponent
streams is calculated from the three contributions: exergy change due to
mixing, chemical exergy, and physical exergy,['.'5~57-661and is expressed by

where the subscript o indicates the enthalpy, entropy, and temperature of the
environment. The exergy of mixing results from the isothermal and isobaric
mixing of streams at actual process conditions. The chemical exergy is the
difference in chemical potentials between the process components and the
reference components in their environmental concentration, temperature,
and pressure. The physical exergy is the maximum obtainable amount of
shaft work (electrical energy) when a stream is brought from process condition
(T, P) to equilibrium at ambient temperature by a reversible heat exchange.
Exergy relates the evolution of a process to the environmental conditions,
and consequently to the ecological impact. This brings a distinctive feature
to the optimization of systems.
Exergy analysis identifies and quantifies unused parts of available energy
and determines the thermodynamic efficiency of distillation systems.
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Traditionally, exergy analysis is based on the overall thermodynamic
efficiency that is the ratio of the lost work to the ideal work required for
~ e ~ a r a t i o n .The
~ ~ overall
~ - ~ ~ exergy
]
efficiency for distillation is the product
of external and internal exergy efficiencies. The external efficiency depends
on thermal integration among units, coproduction, and recompression of overhead vapor to be used in the reboiler, while the internal exergy depends on the
column internal design, feed composition and state, number of stages, and
utility requirements. The exergy efficiency for distillation systems is low;
many operate with about 20%-25% exergetic efficiency, which could be
increased to around 60% with certain modification^.'^] To separate a
component with low composition by distillation is highly inefficient, and
integration of several functions into single equipment, such as an exchanger-dephlegmator or reactive distillation and absorption may increase the
efficiency and the investments required. Feed conditions and feed plate location
affect irreversibility, and, hence, the efficiency of separation systems.[601
It is a common approach to assume that the mass transfer (evaporation
or condensation) is controlled by the vapor phase. With this assumption, the
exergy analysis mainly uses a graphical tool called the exergy loss profiles or
the exergy-utilization diagrams.[61-641Every process accepts or donates energy
in equal amounts: AHd AH, = 0, while exergy loss or entropy change is
not conserved: ASd AS, 1 0. The exergy changes of energy donor AXd and
acceptor AX, based on a reference temperature To are expressed by

+

+

AX, = AH, - TOAS,= AH,x,

(15b)

where xu and xd are the energy levels, which show the ratio of available energy
(exergy) to total energy, and expressed by xd = 1 - ToASd/AHd and
xu = 1 - T,AS,/AH,. Then, the exergy loss XI, between an energy donor and
an energy acceptor is expressed by

Therefore, the energy level of the donor process must be greater than or equal to
that of the energy level of the acceptor process, and the value of XL is positive as
AH, > 0. The abscissa of the exergy-utilization diagram displays the amount of
accepted energy, A H,, while the ordinate shows the energy levels of xd and xu;
therefore, the area displays the exergy loss.L641
Stage-exergy losses occur due to heat exchanged and mixing between the
phases on stages causing cooling, heating, condensation, evaporation, and
mixing.[641
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For cooling of the vapor phase, the energy levels at stage i are
expressed by

where

For heating of the liquid phase the energy levels are:

where

The exergy loss at stage i is expressed by Eq. (16):

Exergy losses due to evaporation and condensation are expressed by

where AHQ shows the heat supplied at the energy level rc?Condensation takes
place at the liquid phase temperature

The vapor flow from the stage i + 1 mixes with the vapor phase on stage i,
and the exergy loss is expressed by

XLrn.~.i= -RToVi+~X[~i+l,;(lnyi,j- lnyi+~.;)- ( ~ 1 .j ~i+,.;)l

(26)
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The liquid flow from stage i-l mixes with the liquid phase on stage i, and
the exergy loss is given by

In distillation columns using side heating and cooling, energy utilization
diagrams can describe the relation between exergy loss in the column and
separation performance.
Mass transfer in separation systems, such as rectification, absorption,
desorption, and membrane separation, is optimum when the conditions
on the concentration profiles provide the minimal irreversibility.[671Analysis
in sieve tray distillation columns reveals that the irreversibility on a tray is
mostly due to the bubble-liquid interaction, and the exergy loss could be
reduced considerably for the same operating conditions with moderate investm e n t ~ . ~The
~ ~optimal
- ~ ~ concentration
~
and temperature profiles can be
derived by minimizing the entropy production rate for specified heat and
mass fluxes, which can be expressed by linear flux-force relations if the transport system is not far from global equilibrium.[233'.711
There has been hesitation and delay for the simulation packages to incorporate the exergy analysis in property calculations and process analysis.
However, for the last 10 years, exergy analysis in simulation has become
popular,L65.66.71-741 In 1996, Hinderink et a1.[65.661
integrated the subroutines
of exergy calculations with the flowsheeting simulator of Aspen Plus and
applied the codes to synthesis gas production from natural gas. These subroutines were developed by Exercom licensed by Stork Comprimo. Amsterdam,
the Netherlands for applying exergy analysis as a diagnostic tool in process
development and design.17jJ Exergy analysis within a flowsheeting can
display the process inefficiencies. Such an analysis, performed for a part of
a refinery, has revealed that 70% of exergy losses can be prevented. corresponding to 40% reduction of primary fuel consumption for the crude oil
distillation column. In the same refinery, splitting the feed stream has
reduced the fuel consumption by 10%.L551
For the optimization of feed conditions and reflux, exergy analysis can be helpf~1.[76-7S1
A complete exergy
analysis, however, should include the exergy losses related to economical
cost and environmental cost, as well as suggestions of modifications to
reduce the
Unless that is accomplished, the analysis is mainly interpreted as theoretical calculations if system engineers are not trained adequately
to implement the results. Consequently, this may undermine the effectiveness
of the exergy analysis.
The computer tools such as Aspen Plus, Hysys. Mathcad, and Pro I1 may
be useful in analyzing distillation column systems to improve recovery, separation capacity, and decrease the rate of entropy production. A recent simulation

studyL7"suggests that if the positioning of side stream withdrawals and returns is
optimized (for example, liquid stream returning as vapor enters at a position
where the vapor phase has similar composition), heat integration improves the
recovery and the separation capacity and decreases the exergy loss, but it
increases the number of stages required for a given separation.
Synthesis strategies of simple and complex distillation systems are
based on heuristics and algorithmic analysis.L61Also, thermodynamic
optimum structure for the synthesis is often
separation
trains may result through successive modification of thermodynamically
optimum but economically unaffordable flow sheets. The thermodynamic
approach can be used for analyzing the structural stability of multicomponent flash and distillation operation.1851However, thermodynamic consideration is often a complimentary design support and may not be a final
selection tool.[41
The design of a subambient system involves distillation, heat exchanger
network, and refrigeration, which are interdependent. The thermodynamic analytical strength of exergy analysis with practical targeting capability of pinch analysis
can be combined to calculate exergy grand composite curves for subambient
processes; for example, ethylene and liquefied natural gas process designs have
yielded an average shaft work savings of 15% over the results obtained from
normal pinch analysis.[451In an another industrial application.~861the exergy
analysis has been applied to cryogenic air distillation plant using Aspen Plus to
quantify the exergy loss in various sections; compressors are the source of a
large exergy loss that can be reduced by half by using better compressors,
while the total exergy loss can be reduced by 2570.[~'~"'Some software tools,
such as Super Target of Linnhoff March Ltd. Aspen Pinch, and Sprint use
pinch analysis;[521obviously, the pinch analysis should be integrated with an economic analyzer for the thermodynamic optimum and the economic optimum.
Exergy analysis for adiabatic and diabatic distillation systems for
separating ethanol from water shows that the largest exergy loss occurs
on a stage with the largest composition differences, and the total exergy
losses are 433.8 kJ/kg in an adiabatic distillation and 248.41 kJ/kg in a diabatic operation corresponding to a 42% decrease.1561For a specified number
of stages, minimum distance between the operating and equilibrium curve
corresponds to optimum exergy usage.LS71
Analysis of a heat-integrated distillation column utilizing the heat pump principle revealed that the exergy
loss is considerably lower than that of a conventional c o l ~ r n n . [ ~The
~-~~~
exergy loss profiles may lead to successful design modifications, which
are outlined for deethanizer column and distillation of ammonia
For example, through tray design parameters associated with
the entropy production, an optimal operation and energy saving in distillation systems could be possible.[9"931
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Case Study: 1. Exergy Loss Profiles for a Five-Component
Distillation Column
The Aspen Plus thermal analysis tool estimates the stage exergy loss profiles
consisting of temperature-exergy, stage-exergy, and Carnot factor (1 - To/
T,,,,)-exergy
profiles. Figure 9 shows the vapor phase composition profiles
and the exergy loss profiles for the column configuration given in Table 2.
The vapor phase composition profiles (Fig. Ya) can display the levels of
maximum and minimum concentrations of the key components, and the sharp
concentration changes around the feed stage. The stage-exergy loss profiles
(Fig. Yb) show the degradation of available work at each stage due to irreversibility sources of momentum loss, thermal loss, and chemical potential loss.
Figure Yb clearly identifies the excessive loss of exergy on and below the feed
stage, and suggests heat integration through a side condenser should be considered to reduce the excessive loss of exergy. The combined exergy and
pinch analysis would be a rigorous and effective tool to optimize individual
process or integrated processes.
Distillation column system optimization starts by identifying the regions
with the largest exergy losses using the stage-exergy profiles of a converged
simulation. Following this, column modification such as feed condition,
feed stage location, and possible heat integration based on the more uniform distribution of exergy loss would be c o n ~ i d e r e d . [ ~ ~ -Th
~ 'e. ~best
~ ~ modifications,
which are friendly with the environment and compatible with the rest of operation should be chosen. Obviously, at the same time, entropy production rate
minimization should be s o ~ ~ h t . ~For
~ ~example,
, ~ ' . ~heat
~ ~integration with the
combined advantages of direct vapor recompression and diabatic operation at
half of the normal column height may be one of the best modifications for
close boiling mixture separation.[51Another diabatic option is the use of two
heat exchangers integrated in the column replacing the reboiler and condenser
where large exergy losses occur frequently.[911Also, changing the feed stage
when
or splitting the feed can reduce exergy loss in a column section;L30~78~981
the excessive exergy loss due to mixing at the feed stage is identified, the
design engineer may use the prefractionator to reduce the losses.

Case Study: 2. Single- and Two-Stage Crude
Oil Distillation
A1 Muslim et a1.[22Jperformed the exergy analysis of single- and two-stage
crude oil distillation. The single-stage system consists of a crude heating furnace
and a 27-tray atmospheric distillation column. The feed is introduced in tray 23.
The two-stage system consists of a furnace, a 13-tray atmospheric distillation
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Exergy Loss, (kWj
Figure 9. (a) Vapor phase composition profiles obtained from the simulations
with the Aspen Plus Radfrac block using the Peng-Robinson equation of state. The
column configuration is given in Table 2. (b) Stage exergy loss profiles obtained
from the Aspen Plus thermal analysis tool.
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Table 3. Exergy analysis for single-stage and two-stage crude oil distillation
systems.''21

System
Single-stage
Two-stage
% Difference

Exergy
input
(Mw)

Exergy
output
(Mw)

Overall
exergy
loss
(Mw)

Overall
exergy
efficiency

Column
exergy
losses
(Mw)

498.8
352.0
29.4

69.8
110.9
58.8

429.0
241.1
43.8

14.0
31.5
125

137.2
121.6
11.4

(Reproduced with permission.)
column, another furnace to heat the bottom product of the first unit, and a second
distillation column with 14 trays. The feed is introduced in tray 12. Table 3 compares the exergy analysis of the systems, and shows considerable reduction in
exergy losses. The exergy efficiency ist2']

Case Study: 3. Refinery Operation Optimization by
Exergy Analysis
~ i v e r o [ reported
~~'
exergy analysis for an existing refinery operation
using the general definition of exergy from Eq. (14). Table 4 shows the
considerable economical gains due to the reduction in exergy losses after
the optimization studies.

EQUIPARTITION PRINCIPLE
The rate of entropy production described by the linear nonequilibrium thermodynamics approach gives a detailed mathematical formulation of the dissipated power (work) in a system at local thermodynamic equilibrium.L'.71.943951
Nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulations show that the assumption of
local equilibrium in a column system is acceptable.1701For steady state linear
flux-force relations, constant transport coefficients, and local equilibrium, separation systems with uniform driving forces in space and in time will dissipate less
of the available energy, and, hence. are thermodynamically optimum.[361For
example, for a given flux, a column with uniform driving forces is smaller in
size, alternatively, it requires less contact time for a given size, and thus a
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Table 4. Exergy analysis and loss reduction in a modified refinery.'561
Exergy loss
before
optimization
Unit

Exergy loss
after
optimization
(%70)

Proposal
investments
($1000)

Payback
time
(Months)

NPV' 10
years of
investments

Combined
distillation
unit
Naphtha
HDS unit
Naphtha
reforming
unit
HDSa unit
Catalytic
cracking
unit
Visbreaking
unit
Utilities plant
Total
"HDS: Hydrodesulphurization.

'NPV: Net present value (only operating cost is taken into account).
(Reproduced with permission.)

higher throughput. One way of achieving uniform driving forces in a distillation
system may be the heat integrati~n.'~'~~']
The rate of volumetric entropy production due to heat and mass transfer @
for a binary mixture is expressed by[70.71.941

where the J, is the heat flux, Ji is the mass flux for component i, and X is the
= VpC,
thermodynamic force. When the pressure is constant, we have Vpi,?
which is the concentration dependent part of the chemical potential gradient.
The linear phenomenological equations that follow from Eq. (29) are
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where Jd (in m3 m-'h-')
is the relative mass flux between heavy and light
components across the interface (Jd = Jl/y, - Jh/y,,), Jh and Jl are the mass
fluxes of heavy and light components, respectively, yh and yl are the
compositions of heavy and light components, respectively, and the constant parameters, Lji, are the local phenomenological transport coefficient,
which can be determined from experiments. For isothermal conditions, the
phenomenological coefficients for mass transfer are

Using the chemical force for the mass transfer

the heat flow becomes

On the other hand, Fourier's law of heat conduction without mass transfer is
(Jq)Jd=o= -kVT

(35)

Therefore, the thermal conductivity, k, is defined in terms of the phenomenological coefficients

Diffusion of the light component is defined by Fick's law for the gas phase

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the light component and Ac, is the concentration difference of light component across the distance Az. The concentration difference in the gas phase in terms of the total pressure PT is

where the mole fraction y; is the inlet composition in the liquid. By introducing
Eq. (36) into Eq. (34), and with the assumptions of constant driving forces, the
average phenomenological coefficient of mass transfer Ll,is obtained asL7']
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where AHl, and AH, are the heat of vaporizations for the heavy and light components, respectively. The phenomenological coefficients may vary considerably from enriching section to stripping section, and this should be taken into
account in the optimization criterion. In a recent study, the rate of entropy
production was calculated at every stage with the coupling between the heat
and the mass transport, and verified with experimental data of ethanol-water
di~tillation.'~~,~~'
The thermal efficiency based on the second law of thermodynamics may
be defined as in Eq. (12)

A maximum in the second law efficiency may be obtained by minimizing
the entropy production rate with respect to one of the forces. For example,
assuming that the contribution due to the difference in chemical potential is
dominant, the change of the entropy production with respect to the chemical
force can be studied.
From Eqs. (29)-(31) the amount of separation Jd,;and the corresponding
rate of entropy generation at stage iQi are obtained as

where Xi shows the chemical force at stage i. As the level of separation is
fixed, the boundary conditions for the forces are specified: and an increase
in the force in one stage must lead to a reduction in another stage. It is
desired to have an increase in the flow for a given entropy production rate,
and a reduction in the entropy production rate for a specified separation; the
yield Y is defined as the benefit-cost ratio in an economic sense, and given by

When the derivative of Y with respect to X, is higher in one stage than in
another, increasing or reducing the driving force adjusts the rate of entropy
production. W e can maximize the separation output, by redistributing of
forces between the stages. The distribution is obtained with the differentiation d(l/Xl)/dXI = d(l/X2)/dX2, which leads to XI = X2. The equality
of forces is independent of the individual values of the phenomenological
coefficients. The reversible operation is a limit case, and is achieved when
XI and X2 approach zero and Y increases toward infinity. Therefore, the
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practical improvement of the second-law efficiency is to apply the relationship
between dX1 and dX2. For example, the following relationship at constant Jd

relates the driving forces at two stages. By knowing l la cross the column, we
can determine the possible locations for modifications. A uniform entropy production rate corresponds to either minimum energy costs for a required separation and area investment, or minimum investment for a specified energy
cost, and leads to thermodynamically optimum design.[701
Stage exergy calculations are used to prepare exergy profiles throughout
column. Such profiles firstly show the current level of utilization of available
energy, and secondly the effects of operating conditions and design parameters
on the efficiency of operation. Most of the researchers are focusing on how to
use the exergy loss profiles, which are becoming straightforward and part of
flowsheeting. For example, Ishida and ~ h n o [ ~and
l ] Ishida and ~ a ~ r a ~ [ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~
prepared the exergy utilization diagram to show the transformed energy
level, and unit height of the column, and, hence, help to identify the targets
for reducing energy and exergy consumptions.~971Based on the exergy loss
profiles, modifications on the feed stage location, feed condition, and the
use of intermediate exchangers can be considered. For example, exergy loss
due to the mixing at the feed stage can be identified and reduced using an
external modification of the prefractionator.L981Beside that, the profiles
recently were used to prove that a uniform distribution of driving forces
leads to a higher thermodynamic e f f i c i e n ~ ~ ; [ " locating
~ ~ ~ ' the heat exchangers in the regions where the largest deviations from isoforce exist, may
lead to the uniform driving forces over the internal stages for a binary distillation system. The results of isoforce operation should be proportional to the
variation in the primary phenomenological coefficient.[991An isoforce operation of a diabatic column is consistent with a minimum exergy loss in a
section where large reflux ratios are avoided.11001
Assuming that a column is a reversible heat engine (Fig. 7), work
available from the thermal energy is expressed by

where To is the ambient temperature, and TR and Tc are the temperatures for
reboiler and condenser, respectively. The temperature corrections (Carnot eficiencies) describe the maximum fraction of theoretical work extracted from
thermal energy at a particular ambient temperature.[35"01.'0'1 0n the other

hand minimum separation work, W,, required for a separation is the net change
in availability

The change of availability of separation is the difference between the work
supplied by the heat and the total work required for separation W,,
AAs = Wheat

-

Wts

Energy use can be reduced by minimizing the pressure drop; lost work due to
high-pressure drop (as high as 10 psi) is considerable at the condenser and
reboiler systems, and is relatively less through the trays (0.1 psi or less).
Change of pressure affects the distance from equilibrium, causes the large
temperature difference, and, hence, utility costs between the condenser and
reboiler of distillation column.
Feed tray location may also be adjusted to reduce the lost work. Commonly, the feed location is determined at the minimum utility loads and
tray count or simply by taking into account light-key and heavy-key component compositions. The relative cost of the heating and cooling media
will also influence the location of the feed stage. The basic trend of improving
thermodynamic efficiency leads to taller and more slender columns.

Case Study: Distillation Systems with Isoforce Operation
Adiabatic columns are highly irreversible and often the irreversibility is
not evenly distributed. The stage-exergy loss profiles indicate the distribution
of stage irreversibility. and hence the distribution of driving forces in a column
operation. Figure 9b shows clearly that the operation is far from isoforce operation, especially on and below the feed stage; and a heat integration modification through a side condenser should be considered. Nonequilibrium
thermodynamic approach may be used to detennine how to position the
heat integration in the column.'991 This will reduce the excessive loss of
exergy and bring the distillation column relatively close to isoforce operation.
Distillation columns operating with close to unifonn thennodynamic forces
are analyzed for separating n-pentane from n-heptane189.99J(Table 5 ) , and
Equation (31) shows that chemical separethanol from water (Table 6).L1001
ation force is y,Vp,/T, and should be unifonn throughout the column. For
the top and bottom parts of the column for ethanol-water separation, a conventional McCabe-Thiele diagram has small distances between the operating
lines and equilibrium curve; in the top, azeotrope exist, and in the bottom
part compositions are close to pure components. In the middle part of the
McCabe-Thiele diagram an operating line may be plotted using T,,
= kx, ,,
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Table 5. Reboiler and condenser duties and entropy production change for the
adiabatic, heat integrated and operating with isoforce and a near-optimum column
for n-pentane and n-heptane.1991
Operation
Adiabatic
Isoforce
Near optimum

QR

Mw

2.37
1.89
1.90

QcMW

Reduction in entropy
production (%)

0.704
0.732
0.797

(Reproduced with permission.)

exp(- C/Rkxi,,,), where C is a chosen constant driving force, k is Henry's
laws' constant, and indices n is the stage number; using this middle operating
line, isoforce lines in ethanol-water separation are plotted and used in the
column analysis.[1001This analysis leads to more than one isoforce operating
line based on the chosen value of C and may be confusing. Table 5 indicates
clearly that a thermodynamically optimum distillation column should operate
with a uniform or close to uniform driving force in separation. This is in
line with the operation in which exergy loss is distributed evenly within the
column. However, in minimizing the exergy loss or the rate of entropy production, one should avoid operation with too small driving forces (pinch in
separation) at any stage.
One has to note that the equipartition principle is mainly investigated for
binary separations by distillation, and should be extended to multicomponent separations with nonideal mixtures and by accounting for the coupling
between driving forces. However, the general principle is not restricted to
binary systems only.L361For example, Zemp et al.[981used the exergy loss
profile to determine the distribution of driving forces in a five-component
distillation column. Still, one has to keep in mind that the treatment of multicomponent diffusion as opposed to binary diffusion is fundamentally different
Table 6. Comparison of the performance of a diabatic column with a isoforce column
operation for separation of ethanol-water mixture.['001
Operation

Total exergy
losses U / h

Adiabatic
Isoforce
Diabatic

44.23
14.24
15.89

(Reproduced with permission.)

Distillate flow
rate kg/h

Distillate
composition (%)
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and is essentially incompatible with the Fick law, which is not capable of accounting for coupling between diffusive fluxes of various species.'2.3"71*94395.1031
Multicomponent diffusion is much more appropriately treated by means
of the Stefan-Maxwell equations, which involve setting up equations relating the corresponding thermodynamic forces to mass fluxes of all the
components.L95.104.1051

THERMOECONOMICS
The US Department of Energy Web site, "Energy Savers for Industry
~'
a wide variety of energy saving
Plant Managers and ~ n g i n e e r s , " " ~offers
possibilities. such as an energy management action plan. Energy is conserved
in all processes. However, the available part of energy that is exergy is not
conserved. The process engineer should minimize the input cost of a process
by reducing exergy loss due to thermodynamic imperfections. Within this
context, thermodynamic analysis simultaneously considers the interrelations
among the use of energy, economy, and ecology.[561Such considerations
may have positive impact on sustainable developn~ent.For example, thermodynamic analysis of a solar desalination unit shows that thermoeconomic
evaluation of the system is closely related to a complete economic analysis
of the possible improvements leading to a less irreversible unit.[lo7]
Optimizing a plant is complex, since the whole plant should be cost effect i ~ e . [ " ~ -lo] Separation systems should be optimized considering both capital
cost and operating (energy) cost.[' ' I The heuristics of using a reflux ratio of
1.03-1.3 times the minimum reflux ratio is in line with both the capital cost
19]
and operating cost for binary distillation systems.ll
The concept of thermodynamics cost relates the thermodynamic limits of
and considers the environseparation systems to finite rate processes1120-1221
mental impact through the depletion of natural resources within the exergy
~ ' ~ economic
~]
analysis and thermodynamic analysis perloss c ~ n c e ~ t . [Still,
ceptions may not be in parallel. For example, it is estimated that a diabatic
column has a lower exergy loss (39%)L12'1
than does an adiabatic distillation;
however, this may not lead to a gain in an economic sense, yet it is certainly a
gain in the thermodynamics sense. That is why the thermodynamic analysis
needs careful interpretations and applications of its results. Thermodynamic
analysis is also capable of quantification of coupling in transport processes.L2.;2.71 .94'122] Especially in diabatic columns, heat and mass transfer
coupling may be considerable and should not be neglected.["1.1221 The
results of thermodynamic analysis may be in line with those of economic
analyses when the thermodynamic cost optimum not the maximum thermodynamic efficiency is considered with process specifications.[1231

'

-'
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Although this review emphasizes distillation systems, the use of thermodynamic analysis is also becoming popular for other separation systems, like
super critical extraction,L1241desalination processes,L1'51hybrid vapor permeation-distillation,[71 and croyogenic air separation.'3"861 For example,
energy requirement analysis of common cycles used in supercritical extraction
has utilized exergy losses, and an optimum extraction pressure, which produces a minimum in exergy loss for specified temperature and separation
pressure.['241Thermodynamic analysis also has been used for the economics
of desalination technologies by membranes and distillation['251 five main
desalination systems considered are: reverse osmosis, electrodialysis, vapor
compression, boiling evaporation, and flash evaporation.
Exergoeconomics is highly popular for analysis and optimization in
thermal energy systems, yet it is far from a breakthrough methodology for
separation processes mainly due to their characteristics and complexity.
The objective of exergoeconomics should be chosen with care; for example,
the optimization should target both capacity expansion and exergy loss in
separation systems.[126.1271
The minimization of entropy production is not always an economic criterion; sometimes, existing separation equipment may be modified for an
even distribution of forces or even distribution of entropy production. For
example, to determine an economic optimum for an extraction we assume
that the operating costs are a linear function of the entropy production, and
the investment costs are linear function of the space and time of the
process. Then the total cost CT is expressed as[361

where r is the amortization rate and a , b, and c are the constants related to the
costs, V is the volume or size, t is the time, L is the transport coefficient, X is
the driving force, and @ is the rate of entropy production. Integral in Eq. (48)
is subject to the constraint of a specified flux given by

The variational technique can be used to minimize the total cost, and the Euler
equation for the variable X is given by

where h is a Lagrange multiplier. Eq. (50) yields

X

h
2a

= - - = constant

(52)

Equation (52) shows that the distribution of the thermodynamic force, X, is
uniform when the total cost subject to the specified flux. J, is minimum.
Consider a steady-state operation in which the forces are uniformly distributed; the investment cost, c;, of a transfer unit is assumed to be linearly
related to the size, V , and the operating costs, C,, are linearly related to the
exergy consumption

where C$is a fixed investment cost and COfisa fixed operating cost, andA and
B are the cost parameters. Exergy loss AXc is expressed as

Here To is a reference temperature (dead state), and AX,,, is a thermodynamic
minimum value. The total flow J = Lm,,. can be written by using Eq. (53)

where C, is the variable part of the investment cost. Eliminating the constant
(average) force X,, between Eq. (55) and the total entropy production @
,,, =
JAX,,, we obtain[361

Substituting Eq. (57) into Eq. (53) and the latter into Eq. (54), a relationship
between the operating and investment costs is obtained

c, =-ABT,,J'
LC,

+cd+BAXln

The optimal size is obtained by minimizing the total cost of operating
and investments costs, which is linearly amortized with the amortization
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rate T. CT (Ci) = TC;
and we have
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+ Co. The minimum of CT is obtained as d c ~ / d C =
; 0,

According to Eq. (59), the quantities BT,@,,, which are related to irreversible
dissipation and TV~,~,
should be equal in any transfer unit. Generally, operating costs are linearly related to dissipation, while investment costs are linearly
related to the size of equipment. The optimum size distribution of the transfer
units is obtained when amortization cost is equal to the cost of lost energy due
to irreversibility. The cost parameters A and B may be different from one transfer unit to another; when A = B, then Qav/Vo,, is a constant, and the optimal
size distribution reduces to equipartition of the local rate of entropy production.'"] The optimal size of a transfer unit can be obtained from Eq. (53)

By distributing the entropy production as evenly as possible along the space
and time line, an economical separation process would be designed and
operated.["] Later it was argued that the equipartition of a driving force
rather than equipartition of entropy production rates should be adapted in a
binary distillation.[1001 Dissipation equations show that both the driving
forces and fluxes play the same role in quantifying the rate of entropy prod ~ c t i o n . ' ~ ~Therefore,
'~]
equipartition of entropy production principle may
point out that the uniform distribution of driving forces is identical with the
uniform distribution of fluxes.
One major trend that appears is that of pinch analysis, exergy analysis,
and equipartition principles being combined to analyze process and energy
systems.L100.1261281 This will enable the scientists to modify existing
systems or design new systems with complete objectives and targets including
the environmental concerns and the natural resources.
Thermoeconomics is not a new concept; however, it has been formulated
in a more systematic way, mainly during the last 20 years. From an exergetic
point of view, cost analysis is performed by using (a) cost accounting methods
that use average costs as a basis for a rational price assessment and (b) optimization methods that employ marginal costs in order to minimize the costs of
the products of a system or a ~ o m ~ o n e n t . ~ ' ~ 'To
- ~ account
"~
for the environmental impact in a more systematic way, a resource-based quantifier, called
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"extended exergy," is employed to calculate the resource-based value of
a commodity.['"1 Consider a separation process with outputs containing hot
streams with various chemicals having the conditions considerably different
from those environmental temperatures and concentrations. To achieve a
zero environmental impact, these streams must be brought to both thermal
and chemical equilibrium with the surroundings: thus, the real (exergetic)
cost of the zero-impact would correspond to the extended exergy ideally
required to bring the conditions of effluents to equilibrium conditions with
the s u r r ~ u n d i n g s . [ " ~ .If
' ~ an
~ ~ acceptable level of pollutant or the "tolerable
environmental impact limit" for a certain pollutant would be specified, then
the environmental cost may be quantified. Despite all the systematic efforts
on formulating the thermoeconomics, its use in design and economic evaluations is still limited.

CONCLUSIONS
Energy saving in separation systems, particularly in distillation systems,
is a research field that has attracted considerable innovative approaches. A distillation system is an essential separation process yet it is inefficient in using
thermal energy. and may operate with adverse environmental impact as it discharges a large amount of thermal energy into the environment. Innovative
research incorporating the principles of thermodynamics for energy efficient
distillation systems is in an advanced stage through pinch analysis, exergy
analysis, and equipartition principle. Thermodynamic analysis simultaneously
considers the critical interrelations among energy cost, thermodynamic cost,
and ecological cost. The task of a process engineer is to decide the target
cost or the costs to be optimized using the thermodynamic analysis. The thermodynamic analysis is still not widely used. However, with the current level
of research efforts, engineers and scientists should use the analysis in design.
retrofits, economic analysis, and environmental problems.

NOMENCLATURE
a,b,c
A
B
A, B
C

cif
D

cost constant in Eq. (48)
availability (J mol-'), area (mP2)
Bottom product (kmol h-')
cost parameters
concentration (mol L ' ) , cost
fixed investment
diffusion coefficient (m's-'), Distillate. (kmol h-')
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gravitational acceleration
enthalpy
heat flux
separation flux (mol m-' s-')
mass flux for component i (molm-' s-')
thermal conductivity (J m ' s-' K)
phenomenological coefficient
lost work (J mol-')
molar mass (mol)
pressure (kPa)
heat flux (J mol- m-')
condenser duty (kW)
reboiler duty (kW)
universal gas constant (J mol- K- I )
Reflux ratio
entropy ( ~ m o l - 'K-I)
time (s)
temperature (K)
average velocity (m s-l)
internal energy (J)
elevation, gas film thickness (m)
liquid mole fraction, distance
thermodynamic driving force
mol fraction
volume (m3)
yield
work (J)

'

Greek Symbols

efficiency
Lagrance multiplier
chemical potential (J mol- ' )
amortization rate
entropy production rate (J K ' sp')
Subscripts

acceptor
cooling. condenser
cooling water
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d
evap
fs
G
h
1
L
m
min
max
0

prod
R
S

SYS

t

donor
evaporation
flow stream
gas
heating, heavy
light
liquid
mixing
minimization
maximization
environmental
production
reboiler
separation
system
total
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